
 

Benefits of Billboard Transit Advertising 
 

Another one of the many marketing strategies you may use is transit advertising. Consider 

transit advertising if you're seeking for strategies to boost sales, broaden your clientele, and 

achieve business growth. The benefits listed below demonstrate why more businesses are 

including transit advertising in their marketing plans. 

 

 

 

Starting with the numbers 

78% of US travellers only noticed a transit billboard in the preceding month. This significant 

percentage illustrates how consumers pay greater attention to mobile billboards than digital 

advertisements. Many people only glance at or outright disregard internet advertisements, yet 



many will read the mobile billboard they see in the road by looking out their car windows. Start 

considering your choices for transit advertising if you want to increase sales and conversions. 

Incapable of Ignorance 

On the road, there are several ways to grab drivers' attention. When driving or sitting in traffic, 

people are more prone to look about. With greater time, kids can read the mobile billboards 

they come across. Mobile advertising might pique their interest when done properly. Not like 

digital commercials on their phone, which they can dismiss or avoid by switching it off. 

 

 

 

Reach a Large Audience 

You may reach a wide range of audiences by using transit advertising to promote your goods or 

services. If you're experimenting in various markets, this can be a great strategy. Since you can 

decide when and where your mobile billboards arrive, you can also target a specific location. 

With mobile billboards, you may target a particular demographic. Perhaps you want to target 

customers at a specific location or event. You can benefit from that when you employ transit 

advertising services. 

In-depth Focus 

People frequently get caught in traffic and drive for hours. That much time has passed. With so 

much free time, mobile billboards have little trouble grabbing and keeping their audience's 

interest. This is especially true for drivers, who can't be seen using their screens while operating 

a vehicle. They must look about in order to pass the time while experiencing the boredom and 

lengthy traffic delays. They only need to look out the window to see the moving billboard. I can 

see it. It promotes goods and services. They'll read when they have the time. That's sufficient to 

https://movia.media/transit-advertising/


catch their attention. You can anticipate outstanding results from mobile advertising given the 

prolonged exposure it provides. 

Frequency at No Extra Charge 

Consider that you provide each of your mobile billboards a specific route. The commuters that 

take that route to work will frequently view your billboard. That is continuous marketing 

without further expense. Most advertisements cost money to run each time. One once 

payment is made for mobile advertising. 

Draw seasonally 

Mobile marketing is a useful tool for promoting your location of business. Use it to promote or 

make a product launch, sale, or event announcement. Mention any discounts and loyalty 

program you may provide. People who view the mobile billboards will become interested and 

visit your store, eatery, or place of business. 
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